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Group IT Director of
Aman, Archie Natividad,
discusses Aman’s
approach to technology
amid the company’s
digital transformation

W

ith technology transforming the way
companies operate and conduct their
business, it has encouraged firms

worldwide to embrace technological change in
order to provide an improved service to customers.
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Although it is considered to be a destination
that prides itself on offering a place to escape
from modern life, Aman has undergone a digital
transformation to deliver a luxury hotel stay where
cutting-edge technology doesn’t compromise
guests’ experiences. However, Group IT Director
of Aman, Archie Natividad, believes that it’s important to offer guests the freedom of choice depending on the experience they seek. “Not all Aman
have TVs. They’re hidden in cabinets, behind a cupboard or a sliding door. Aman means peace and
that’s very much the essence when you arrive,”
explains Natividad. “It’s important that we try and
introduce the right technology. It’s always a challenge but we don’t want gimmicks. Each hotel has
a different style of design that is unique to each
property and they all offer different experiences.”
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The next generation of hotel
Technology is not just for
the guests
Over the last few years, there has been a significant focus on technologies that can enhance the
guest experience. In-room Wi-Fi, mobile check-in and guest interaction features are all aimed at
providing a smooth and stress-free experience throughout their stay.
Much of the hotel technology investment has been focused in this area. But what about the
hotel owners and operators themselves? What advances are available that they can benefit from?

How we helped Aman

Let us help You

Innovating IT Solutions
For Greater Success
With a myriad of information now available
for hotel operations, from guest bookings,
VIP preferences, to agent trends and more,
there is a tendency to concentrate only on
revenue generation items. But what about
the day-to-day business? How can technology support the changing nature of business work ethics?
TRG has over 25 years of delivering
solutions
…in the Hospitality market place. This is
the reason why hotel operators like Aman
are engaging with TRG to deliver the next
generation of business solutions. TRG, as
an Infor gold level channel partner, deploys
a suite of back of house applications covering financial planning, procurement, asset
management & consolidation, for both onpremise and cloud solutions. They manage
all data within the solutions, and as a result,
provide a connected, intelligent network
that can fully automate data processes,
enable anticipation & predictions of trends
and inform all stakeholders.
TRG/Infor solutions are designed to be
beautiful
The TRG / Infor solution sets offer users
the ability to interface with information on

the move, by receiving current updates,
processing workflow on data, managing
approvals, or seeing alerts and more. In
addition, the TRG / Infor solutions are beautifully designed, for excellent usability, and
very high user acceptance. Customisable
screens separate work tasks from information & alerts, allowing users to prioritise
as they see fit.
As a result, the organisation enjoys a fully
integrated solution with full workflow and
processes, letting managers receive information pertinent to all roles through the
workflow. The operating services manage
the data interfaces and processing, while
users are able to access the applications
in environments familiar to them for their
day-to-day IT experience.
To ease downtime issues, applications
can be changed, upgraded or rebuilt whilst
still retaining the overall process controls
& real-time usage. Our upgrades cause no
downtime, and the inherent business logic
and data flows are retained, so finance can
move to a continuous closing process and
keep the books current.
TRG / Infor solutions deliver on the main
goal of all hotels. Guests remain happy and
so do owners, operators and staff!

About TRG International

Rick Yvanovich
Founder & Ceo of TRG International

24 years of experience in delivering excellent IT
solutions to more than 1000 clients in over 80 countries,
ranging from budget hotels to 6-star luxury resorts, TRG
International is a successful case study about excellent
service and deep knowledge in the Hospitality industry

1988

Year founded

5,200

Approximate number
of employees
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CLICK TO WATCH : ‘AMANYARA SEA TURTLE INITIATIVE –
TURKS & CAICOS – LUXURY ISLAND RESORT’
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With 33 hotels in 21 countries, Aman

ience we’re giving to our guests. When

has expanded heavily by offering resorts

they come to Aman, they’re not only

in a diverse range of countries such as

coming because it’s a nice room, they’re

China, Morocco and Sri Lanka among

coming because they want to re-ener-

others. Each resort provides a different

gise. Guests want that mind, body and

experience and offers a different level

spirit experience. The opportunity for

of technology based on its location.

us lies in exploring technology that com-

Natividad affirms that while some of his

plements the experience instead of

companies’ guests are keen to embrace

distracting from it,” says Natividad. “The

technology, he under-stands that there

technology transformation approach is

is a proportion of guests that want to

on a case-by-case basis for each hotel.

immerse themselves in nature. “At Aman,

In Aman Tokyo, we have technology

we’re really looking at the environment

that allows our guest access to an in-

and trying to set that harmony between

room control for the management of

the design of the property and the exper-

lighting, blinds, and climate. However, if
w w w.a m a n . com

“Aman means peace
and that’s very much the
essence when you arrive”
—
Archie Natividad,
Group IT Director, AMAN
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you’re somewhere like Amankora in

allows artificial intelligence (AI) to help

Bhutan where our lodges are spread

guests perform menial tasks such as

across 5 unique properties in breath

turning lights on and off, through its

taking natural landscape and each

collaborations with companies such

take up to half a day to get to; it’s more

as DigiValet and TRG International.

about the journey. As you can imagine,

Due to Aman establishing these key

this environment technology has less

partnerships, Natividad believes that

an importance to this type of Aman

it has allowed the firm to accelerate

experience.”

its technology offering further.
“Through our work with DigiValet,

FORMING KEY PARTNERSHIPS

we’re allowing our guests to uncover

In order to help achieve its success,

and understand the essence of the

Aman will introduce technology which

Aman experience in the guest room.
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E X E C U T I V E P R OF IL E

Archie Natividad
Archie Natividad is Group IT Director at Aman where he leads the
IT function for the luxury hospitality group consisting of 33 resorts,
hotels and private residences in 21 countries. Archie has over 20
years’ experience within the IT and Hospitality industry, having
worked internationally in key IT leadership roles. A strong program and project management professional with extensive
experience in leading and motivating high performing teams
driving business change and IT strategies. Prior to Aman, Archie
was at Marriott Vacations Worldwide for over 17 years where
his last position was as Senior IT Director EMEA. He holds
a BA in Information System and Business Management
from the University of Greenwich, London.
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“At Aman,we’re
really looking at the
environment and
trying to set that
harmony between the
design of the property
and the experience
we’re giving to our
guests.When they come
to Aman,they’re not
coming because it’s
a nice room,they’re
coming because they
want to re-energise”
—
Archie Natividad,
Group IT Director, AMAN
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This could come through creating

cate with the front desk, spa and even

personalised lighting and temperature

make bookings at the restaurants. Of

ambience in the room, creating one’s

course, the user interface on the iPad

own itinerary during the stay or even

is multilingual which allows the guest

just relaxing in one’s own room watch-

to choose the language of choice and

ing Netflix and ordering in room din-

the best part is that it can still get

ing. DigiValet allows guests to switch

communicated to the hotel colleagues

off all lights with one touch, set an

in a language they understand - leav-

alarm and wake up to soothing music

ing no scope for misunderstanding.

along with refreshing lighting,” says

This will allow all our employees to

Natividad. “While in the room, the guest

focus on delivering the service at the

can get all the hotel information at the

highest levels. I believe we’re definitely

touch of a button and also communi-

moving in the right direction to create

that fine balance between technology

ments to capture. TRG provide us with

and service.”

high level support and industry know-

Aman’s partnership with TRG Inter-

ledge and experience” he says. “There

national has provided the firm with

are challenges and roadblocks but it’s

a significant support system that enables

certainly a collaboration and a partner-

Aman to meet challenges head-on.

ship that will see us be successful at

Natividad believes the collaboration

the end.”

has been vital to his company’s success.

The importance of building partner-

“With TRG, we’re undertaking a huge

ships is considered a key area for

investment in our accounting system

Aman. With additional partners such

as they understand the many workflow

as Oracle, Samsotech ID, Arcserve,

processes when operating in different

Sophos, Softcat, Infor and HRS Interna-

regions that have tax and fiscal ele-

tional confirmed as working with Aman,
17
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Natividad points to what makes a successful collaboration work. “What really
makes a great partner is their ability to
take time to understand your business.
You get many partners who are just
looking at their bottom line and once
they’ve hooked you, their entire customer
service or approach is very different,”
he explains. “I tend to find the companies that work really well for us are the
ones where they take time to understand us. We’re not your cookie cutter
kind of hotel and we’re a leading ultra18

luxury brand. When they get to work
with us and understand how we
operate, it becomes very mutually
beneficial for both of us.”

FUTURE PLANS
In order to remain sustainable, Aman
plans to explore new markets worldwide to gain a firmer presence in
a wider variety of countries. “We’ve got
33 hotels today and for us, to remain
sustainable it’s important to grow and
expand the brand. We’re opening new
markets globally,” says Natividad. “We
have a strong presence in Asia, and we
have plans for growth in the Americas,
Europe and in the Middle East. The
launch of Aman New York will further
strengthen the Aman brand in the region
and the development into businesses
such as Aman Retail and Aman Spa &
Wellness will also complement the
Aman brand well.”
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Grabenstrasse 17
CH – 6340 Baar
Switzerland
T +020 3861 8702
www.aman.com

